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				Point of SaleEasily manage orders, delivery, menus, and more with the HungerRush 360 POS System.
	HardwareUtilize the most modern and durable products built for restaurant use
	Delivery & CurbsideCapture, track, and dispatch delivery & curbside orders
	Payment ProcessingAccept numerous payment types at rates that maximize your profit margins
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				Online OrderingCreate convenient online ordering options for your customers
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Join us at Pizza Expo 2024 on March 19-21 in Las Vegas. LEARN MORE
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							Get the all-in-one restaurant POS system designed to take orders faster, handle all your delivery needs, and increase sales with automated marketing. 
							
The POS Built to Handle Speed and Complexity 
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                        The All-In-One POS System for Restaurants

                        
                            
Integrated with payments, HungerRush 360 is a true, all-in-one restaurant POS system that combines easier order handling with customer loyalty, delivery, inventory, marketing, online ordering, and much more.

Built by restaurant experts to provide everything you need, the HungerRush 360 POS System is designed to make your restaurant unstoppable.

                        
    LEARN MORE                    
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                        Online Ordering That’s Easy for Guests and Staff

                        
                            
HungerRush 360 Online Ordering gives you an extra ordering channel to make more money with a customized website that reflects your restaurant brand.

It provides convenience for your customers by reducing ordering friction with its intuitive flow, but also makes order handling easier for your staff with features like order throttling and a seamless integration with your POS system.

                        
    LEARN MORE                    
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                        Done-For-You Marketing and Customizable Loyalty

                        
                            
With HungerRush 360 Marketing, you can drive more repeat online orders and get customer feedback with beautiful, fully automated email and text marketing campaigns that are designed and built for you.

And with HungerRush 360 Loyalty, you get complete control over how guests earn points and redeem them, creating a truly custom loyalty experience. 

                        
    LEARN MORE                    
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                        Restaurant Hardware from Restaurant Experts

                        
                            
You have the right ingredients for a successful restaurant, and we give you the right hardware in the right places with over 20 years of experience.

Select from a range of restaurant hardware that’s durable, dependable, and designed by HungerRush including POS terminals, tablets, printers, kitchen display systems, and more. Put your mind at ease knowing that products will be serviced and replaced as needed and are covered by a monthly service agreement. 

                        
    LEARN MORE                    
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                        Completely Automate Your Phone Ordering

                        
                            
HungerRush 360 OrderAI is an AI-driven phone bot that answers your calls and handles orders automatically. OrderAI also follows up with your guests by text encouraging loyalty and generating repeat orders. The best part? OrderAI never calls in sick, never puts a guest on hold, and always remembers to upsell.

                        
    LEARN MORE                    
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                        Manage Delivery Without Blind Spots

                        
                            
No more being stuck using only in-house or third-party drivers. HungerRush 360 gives you the best of both worlds by allowing you to dispatch and manage in-house drivers and third-parties like DoorDash. Integrated with Google Maps, HungerRush 360 gives you complete visibility to track all delivery progress from the moment drivers leave the store to the moment they return. 

                        
    LEARN HOW                    
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                    THE CONNECTED RESTAURANT EXPERIENCE

                    Technology shouldn’t be your messiest ingredient.

                    From the POS system to online ordering, marketing  and payment processing, get a solution that fits your growing restaurant’s needs.

                

                GET A DEMO
            

        

    









    
        Is your restaurant connected?

        A connected restaurant uses an integrated system of various technologies with the point-of-sale at its core. Without it, systems don’t talk to each other, tablets and printers clutter countertops, staff are frustrated, and apps get between you and your customers.

At HungerRush, we believe a connected restaurant is unstoppable.
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                    Front of House

                    
                        
Are tablets cluttering your countertops? Is order handling difficult, causing long lines and frustrating guests? Are phones going unanswered?

With HungerRush 360, the POS System reduces wait times with easier order entry and is connected to all your other technology making online order handling seamless. And, phone orders are handled automatically with AI.

                    
                

                
                    Back of House

                    
                        
Are you getting the insight you need to effectively manage inventory, menus, employees, and costs? Are you stuck at the restaurant running reports?

HungerRush 360 is a cloud-based restaurant POS system that gives you the data insight you need while allowing you to manage all aspects of your restaurant more efficiently from anywhere.

                    
                

                
                    Off Premise

                    
                       
Do you waste time manually transferring online orders to your POS? Do you lack visibility into delivery status after drivers leave the store?

With HungerRush 360, all online orders from your website or apps like DoorDash flow directly into your POS system. Not to mention, you can track deliveries from the moment drivers leave your store to the moment they return.
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				Trusted by over 18,000 restaurants. Recognized by experts.
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                        How do you define delicious?

                        
                           
There’s never been a more exciting time in the restaurant industry with more concepts and cuisines than ever before. With over 18,000 customers, the industry experts at HungerRush have worked with restaurants of all types. Let HungerRush tailor a solution to fit the unique needs of your cuisine.

                        
                        HungerRush 360 for Pizza
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                        How do you define delicious?

                        
                           
There’s never been a more exciting time in the restaurant industry with more concepts and cuisines than ever before. With over 18,000 customers, the industry experts at HungerRush have worked with restaurants of all types. Let HungerRush tailor a solution to fit the unique needs of your cuisine.

                        
                        HungerRush 360 for Sandwiches
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                        How do you define delicious?

                        
                           
There’s never been a more exciting time in the restaurant industry with more concepts and cuisines than ever before. With over 18,000 customers, the industry experts at HungerRush have worked with restaurants of all types. Let HungerRush tailor a solution to fit the unique needs of your cuisine.

                        
                        HungerRush 360 for Mexican
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                        How do you define delicious?

                        
                           
There’s never been a more exciting time in the restaurant industry with more concepts and cuisines than ever before. With over 18,000 customers, the industry experts at HungerRush have worked with restaurants of all types. Let HungerRush tailor a solution to fit the unique needs of your cuisine.

                        
                        HungerRush 360 for Asian
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                        How do you define delicious?

                        
                           
There’s never been a more exciting time in the restaurant industry with more concepts and cuisines than ever before. With over 18,000 customers, the industry experts at HungerRush have worked with restaurants of all types. Let HungerRush tailor a solution to fit the unique needs of your cuisine.

                        
                        HungerRush 360 for Chicken/Wings
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                        How do you define delicious?

                        
                           
There’s never been a more exciting time in the restaurant industry with more concepts and cuisines than ever before. With over 18,000 customers, the industry experts at HungerRush have worked with restaurants of all types. Let HungerRush tailor a solution to fit the unique needs of your cuisine.

                        
                        HungerRush 360 for Burgers
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HungerRush has been a really good partner, and they clearly understand that engaging in these modern technologies is not optional to do commerce in the future. They are our market leader in this space.


                                                         
                                                        Aaron Nilsson
                                                         
                                                         
                                                        CIO, Jet’s Pizza
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With a company like HungerRush, scalability became a non-issue because once we had it down at one Fajita Pete’s, we were able to take that model, treat it as a module, and plug it into our next stores.


                                                         
                                                        Pedro “Pete” Mora
                                                         
                                                         
                                                        CEO and Founder, Fajita Pete’s
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Starting a franchise is a daunting task and your Point of sale system is critical to your operation. HungerRush provides a system that is fully integrated and seamless.


                                                         
                                                        Bruce Redden
                                                         
                                                         
                                                        Franchisee, i Fratelli
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HungerRush is an integral part of our business because it provides so many different aspects. We actually spend a lot of time pin pointing and fine tuning every little aspect because it’s such a broad system. It does so much for us from the online HungerRush ordering, POS, caller ID integration, to the day to day report systems, and delivery integration.


                                                         
                                                        Nicole Bean
                                                         
                                                         
                                                        President, Pizaro’s Pizza
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                Learn more about the many flavors of HungerRush success

                	VIDEOS
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	FLIPBOOKS
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                                     HungerRush OrderAI | Jet’s Pizza Success Story
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                                     Webinar: Overcoming Restaurant Staffing Issues with AI-Driven Order Taking
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                                     HungerRush – Ease Of Use Feature Demo
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                                     What Is a Point-Of-Sale System and How Does It Help Restaurants Increase Business?
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                                     5 Ways to Streamline Operations with Restaurant Management Systems
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                                     6 Ways to Increase Revenue with Restaurant Marketing 
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                                     White Paper: The AI Transformation of Restaurants Begins with Phone and Text Ordering
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                                     The Smart Restaurant Marketing Strategies Behind Pizaro’s Profitable Growth
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		Experience HungerRush 360 for Yourself

		
			See what’s possible with the right restaurant POS partner.

		

						Let’s Talk
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Suite 300

Houston, TX 77007

Support: 281-971-2500

Sales: 281-668-4333
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